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Descriptif Sommaire du Projet

Project Summary

Ce cours interdisciplinaire propose un trimestre de

The interdisciplinary course proposes a semester of research

recherche en France se focalisant sur une typologie

in France focusing on an emergent urban typology – the civic

urbaine émergente que nous appellerons «civic friche».

friche. A paradoxical coupling of terms – the institutional

Un mariage paradoxal de définitions – l’institutionnel et

with the abandoned – civic friche refers to France’s tactical

l’abandonné – «civic friche» se réfère à la réappropriation

appropriation of marginal sites for public function. Distinct

de sites marginaux en espaces publics. A la différence
des stratégies Américaines de réutilisation, «civic friche»
décrit une nouvelle approche d’urbanisme, qui engage

from traditional strategies of reuse, civic friche describes a
new approach to urbanism through civic initiative, temporary
and interim uses, and public participation. The course will

des interventions expérimentales, temporaires, partielles,

allow students to investigate the most important examples of

alternatives. Ce projet permettra aux participants du

this phenomenon and to speak with the architects, landscape

département d’architecture de l’Université de Michigan

architects, urban installation artists and politicians involved

de faire un travail de recherche analysant les exemples

in the design and implementation of civic friche strategies.

importants de ce phénomène, de rencontrer les architectes,
paysagistes, scénographes et représentants politiques et
associatifs impliqués dans le développement et réalisation
des ces interventions. Le résultat de cette recherche
culminera par une exposition et publication de l’Université
de Michigan.
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Student research, photography, graphic design work, maps, and
interviews will culminate in an exhibition and publication.

CIVIC FRICHE
Program
Civic Friche is a three credit elective course, part of a wellestablished Spring semester traveling course series at the
Taubman College of Architecture and Urban Planning. As
international travel is such a critical aspect of architectural
education, these courses play an important role in the
undergraduate and graduate curriculum at TCAUP.
Experience
While the course will use a laboratory space for research and
assembly of data as well as documentation workshops, the
bulk of the research will be performed in the field. The course
emphasizes a hands-on approach to data gathering, and it
is critical for students to have the chance to experience the
exceptional scale and atmospheric qualities of the civic friche
projects first-hand. The assumptions one makes about the
nature of a space after studying drawings and photographs
are immediately challenged when one has the opportunity to
occupy it in person.
Why France?
Why travel to France’s marginal, post-industrial sites, however,
when there is a perceived plethora of such material in the
United States? While selective historical preservation has
lead to a number of notable domestic reclamation projects, a
tactical approach to the re-use of city spaces has yet to emerge
in the United States. By comparison, in the past decade France
has invested significant resources into radical and speculative
planning methods to engage neglected sites on a national scale.
The result has lead to a new urban and architectural approach
– flexible, temporal and partial – which moves beyond the
institutional and residential reuse of post-industrial space that
we have grown familiar with in the United States.
Here is how France’s approach to reuse is strategic and
unique. First, in addition to the simple magnitude of
France’s investment in marginal sites, the state has fostered
unprecedented cooperation between public and private
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partners. Projecting the recuperation of assets through taxgenerated revenue, France has fashioned its civic friche sites
as atomized cultural magnets, in opposition to and at the
scale of Bilbao-style attractors. The vision is sweeping and
ambitious, but also cognizant of the impracticality of tackling
such a volume of built and abandoned urban fabric at once. As
a consequence, French planning committees have approved
sites for temporary and interim uses, allowing buildings and
landscapes to be programmed for a short duration of time.
Temporality is certainly an unusual idea for architecture
and urban practice, where buildings and spaces are typically
designed for the long term and not for rapid change.
Temporality in the civic friche model is an experimental
prototype, allowing planners and architects to test ideas and
to exploit opportunities flexibly and quickly at low costs to
the public. In addition, French civic friche projects grappling
with the colossal scale of post-industrial detritus have opted
for partial and fragmented re-use. Rather than insisting on
the reclamation of an entire site, projects move forward with
partial regenerative plans. The result pairs programmed
and indeterminate spaces within city centers, allowing for
emergent programs to expand and shift over time, while
engaging community involvement in a significant way.
Finally, France has deployed scenography for the reanimation
of marginal sites. Borrowing from the logic of set design
in theater, scenographic practice refers to the temporary
installation of surprising environments in the urban landscape.
Scenography – the idea that space is constructed and can be
updated, transformed and staged –plays an important role in
the regeneration of contentious sites. French scenographers
push the idea of experiential installation outside the
parameters of gallery space and into the territory of civic
friche. Considered urbanistically as “catalytic insertions”, they
allow practitioners to directly engage their environment.
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Photography
Photography lectures and workshops will be lead by Patrick
Renaud and Marie Combes, visual and installation artists
based in Paris. Their body of work will present students with a
framework for conceptualizing documentary visual practice, as
well as situating the relationship between the spatial and the
representational.
Outcomes
The University’s proximity to Detroit makes the subject matter
all the more critical and provides students the opportunity to
speculate about ways civic friche strategies might be deployed
in the Unites States.
The Taubman College of Architecture Gallery has been
reserved in September, 2010 for an exhibition of work from
this course. Additionally, the research will be assembled and
further developed toward the production of a publication.
List of Participants
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introduction
the most radical sub-species of building: it is restorative, stitching together
spaces torn by insensitive projects, and planting seeds of occupation in land
left to waste.
- Simon Sadler
modernism if on the way out… there is no money and there is no vision
anymore about the big, beautiful, progressive future. People try to consolidate
their territories by themselves… today it is the layering of old and new in the
city that determines its particular qualities, even beauty.
-Marjetica Potrc
When is appears that we do not need, or possibly cannot bring about new
utopias, it is about time to (re)consider the social and urban utopians of the
past. The continuation, re-interpretation and ‘re-inhabitation’ of the utopian
projects of the past could re-ignite a defunct ‘social machine’ that has run out
of ‘useful ideology’. The analysis must be proposed not through ideal forms
but with the past formalized spatiality of our environment, building thus on
the built.
- Ines Weizman

civic friche
The course proposes a semester of research in France focusing
on an emergent urban typology – the civic friche. A paradoxical
coupling of terms – the institutional with the abandoned – civic
friche refers to France’s tactical appropriation of marginal
sites for public function. The course will allow students to
investigate the most important examples of this phenomenon
and to speak with the architects, landscape architects,
scenographers, politicians, and artists involved in the design
and implementation of civic friche strategies.
The documentation and first hand analysis of civic friche
sites throughout France will serve as the basis for an in depth
investigation addressing a number of contemporary urban and
architectural issues: how can sites drained of their original

For two hundred years, city planning was concerned with

utility be integrated tactically into a city’s fabric? what are the

the steady growth of industrial cities. Portrayed by urban

discernable strategies for urbanistically innovative reclamation?

sociology as metaphoric organisms, industrial cities were

how is the subtext of authority and power rendered legible

said to progressively expand from the center outward
in step with market advances. As with most organic,

in architectural practice? is the promise of pluralism and
transgressive play brought to fruition in the civic friche model?

biomorphic systems, these cities were imagined as selfmitigating, their slums and decay seen as transitional
features capable of self-regeneration. However, ‘metabolic

laboratory
Located in Bagnolet, an industrial suburb on the outskirts of

disturbances’ did sometimes occur -- throwing the system

Paris, the research laboratory, a converted loft space formerly

into a perceived state of crisis. This was the oversimplified

the Moulinex factory, will transform into a center for research,

rational for early urban renewal projects, whose slash and

lectures and workshops. As a base for the exploration of the

burn logic recalled the tactical removal of gangrene.

capital city, it will also allow students to prepare preliminary
research for site visits as well as to organize the visual

Today the West’s industrial cities are shrinking, and

documentation amassed during the semester.

procedures that seemed appropriate during Modernism
surge, now appear outmoded and unsuitable. As
production evaporates, punctures form in the overall
urban fabric. At once bleak and opportunistic, marginal
sites allow for a new mode of tactical, less invasive,

intent
The course will introduce students to urban and architectural
projects that tackle the regeneration of marginal urban sites
in compelling, contemporary ways. The civic friche projects

urban intervention. If administered sensibly, it signals an

that students will research, analyze and document function as

acupunctural approach to urban regeneration; the tatters

centrally located cultural attractors that grapple with questions

and frays of de-industrialization making way for a potential
multi-nodal network of emergent urbanity.

of memory, temporality, iconography, plurality, flexibility,
authority and emergent social practices.
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strategy
Building on the remains of de-industrialization, however,
raises a number of difficult questions: which elements
should be preserved? Which should be demolished? What
is our post-industrial legacy? These questions address the
place of memory in the reconstruction of extinct sites - and
consequently underline architecture’s responsibility in
interpreting the memory of place.

The course will function as an interdisciplinary workshop.
Rigorous contextual research will be coupled with lectures
on representation and mapping technique. A running
photography clinic punctuated with conversations with artists
and photographers will introduce students to methods of
site documentation and composition. Meetings with the
architects responsible for the civic friche projects will include
conversations with Patrick Bouchin, Jean Nouvel, Fin Geipel,
Lacaton & Vassal, among others, and expose students to the
professional milieu in which projects take shape.
fieldwork
While in Paris, students will be exposed to a number of
significant architectural projects including: Le Centre
Choréographique Nationale, Cité Nationale de l’Histoire de
l’Immigration, Centre Beaubourg, Musée d’Orsay, Musée du
Monde Arabe, Parc de la Villette, Academie du Spectacle
Equestre Versaille, Académie Nationale Contemporaine
des Arts du Cirque, Le Theatre Zingaro, Jussieu, Cité de
l’Architecture, Musée des Arts Primitif, Le Palais de Tokyo,
Parc Citroen, Biblioteque Nationale, Pavillion de l’Arsenal,
Grande Palais, and others.
While sites in Paris will help establish a working vocabulary for
the critical understanding of civic architecture, the core of the
research will focus on projects outside of the peripherique and
will include the following extensive visits:
Cité du Design, Saint Étienne, LIN Architects
Aureole 14, St Nazaire, LIN Architects
Le Chanel, Calais, Patrick Bouchin
Lieu Unique, Nantes, Patrick Bouchin
Le Grande Hornu, Boussu, Belgium, Henri De Gorge
Le Pass, Frameries, Belgium, Laurent Niget
Ecole des Beaux Arts de Valenciennes, Louis Paillard
Jardin Chaumont, Chaumont-Sur-Loire
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why friche?
Western cities, on an unprecedented scale, are grappling

Site visits will include interviews with project organizers,

with the debris of industrial disintegration. Its ubiquitous

administrators and participants. Documentation will take

remnants – machines, monuments, ruins - are reminders

place during daytime and evening hours. Here students will

of globalization’s unapologetic restructuring: production

record video, make field sketches, and take photographs.

and consumption having shifted in response to the new

The outcome will include visual and acoustic documentation,

international division of labor. The spatial result of post-

as well as the collection of objects (employing methods of

industrialization is a changing urban anatomy, appearing

material culture, artifacts, advertising and souvenirs). Adjunct

at times punctured, grafted or scarred, with dystopic gaps

to the site visits, students will produce their own mapping and

as evidence of the contemporary political economy. But

graphic documentation of civic friche projects.

while the post-industrial landscape has been vacated, it is
not vacant. As friche, they contain well-worn markings

goals

of former uses and frequently accommodate evolving,

During the semester of travel, students will produce visual

informal or itinerant programs.

documentation through photographs, film, and with illustrative
imagery. The research material will be compiled to produce a
publication and an accompanying exhibition, a tactical manual
for the reappropriation of marginal sites and landscapes.
Students will be asked:
• to analyze the civic friche phenomenon as a kit-of-parts
employed in variable territories;
• to determine the success of individual elements (the
“overlook,” the marker, surface treatments, economic activity,
color) in creating an urban attractor;
• to conduct a comparative study of an urban context in order
to determine the variables involved in transforming a marginal
urban site;
• and to speculate what American cities can learn this
European phenomenon.

The exceptional scale and context of these neglected sites
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are derived from their earlier function. With foremost
concern for economy, productivity and efficiency,
industrial nodes are geographically positioned in close

readings
Augé, Marc. Non-places: an introduction to an anthropology of
supermodernity. Trans. John Howe. London: Verso, 1995.

proximity to former flows of raw materials, transportation
networks, infrastructure and labor. Slums, housing and
commerce often embed these sites within an evolving

Bouchain, Patrick. Construire Autrement. Arles: Actes Sud,
2006.

cityscape. As industry evaporates, what remains is not
simply an evacuated terrain accommodating a collection
of fetish-worthy architectural remnants. It is a complex

Bourdieu, Pierre. Distinction: A Social Critique of the
Judgment of Taste, 1979.

physical and social space that requires a new logic of
convergence.

Catsaros, Christophe. Le Lieu Unique: Le Chantier. Un Acte
Culturel/ Nantes. Arles: Actes Sud, 2006.

Why, however, exchange the perceived freedom of the
tabula rasa for the cumbersome remnants of a vacated
site? To begin with, marginal sites engage a contemporary

Crinson, Mark, ed. Urban Memory: History and amnesia in the
modern city. London: Routledge, 2005.

collective desire to resuscitate, appropriate and reinvent,
allowing architects to tackle the problems of conservation,
recycling and the treatment of contested spaces. As
discourse, adaptive reuse critiques Modernism’s grand-

Druot, Frédéric, Anne Lacaton & Jean-Philippe Vassal.
Plus: large scale housing developments, an exceptional case.
Barcelona: GG, 2007.

scale mega-visions along with their progressive, rational
and monumental ideals. In other words, finding

Hebdige, Dirk. Subcultures: The Meaning of Style, 1979.

individual, fragmented or partial solutions for sites
that were envisioned as mono-functional, offers a wry

Ferguson, F. ed. Talking Cities: The Micropolitics of Urban

alternative in a field weary of over arching ideological

Space. Basel: Birkhauser, 2006.

gestures. Finally, the appropriation of these sites supports
architecture’s free play with the vestiges of existing
structures, rendering the originals less precious, less

Fiske, John. Understanding Popular Culture & Reading the
Popular, 1989.

auratic. And while engagement with architectural detritus
requires a level of humility, the payoff is the potential for

Gili, Monica. Lacaton & Vassal. Spain: 2G, 2007.

plurality, fragmentation, and cheeky subversion.
Halbwachs, Maurice. On Collective Memory. Trans. Lewis A.
Admittedly, there is nothing intrinsically revolutionary

Coser. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992.

about building on the built, or layering the old and the
new. In the recent past, preservation as a postmodern
strategy has boldly practiced selective historical citation:

Hinchcliffe, Daniel and Judith Rugg, eds. Recoveries and
Reclamations: Advances in Art and Urban Futures, Vol. 2.
Wiltshire: Cromwell Press, 2002.
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Hughes, Quentin. Seaport: Architecture & Townscape in
Liverpool. Liverpool: The Bluecoat Press, 1993.
Low, Setha. On the Plaza: The Politics of Public Space and
Culture, 2000.
Masboungi, Ariella and Frédérique de Gravelaine. Construire
museumifying mills, gutting power stations and ‘villaging’
city centers. Countless historical buildings have been

un projet de ville: Saint-Etienne <<in progress>>. Paris:
Edition Le Moniteur, 2006.

restored, polished and programmed to reconcile the
sense of misplaced civility characteristic of post-industrial

Mehrotra, Rahul, ed. Everyday Urbanism: Margaret Crawford

cities. Preservation, in this sense, has become synonymous

vs. Michael Speaks, 2005.

with historical mummification. More recent thinking,
however, has qualified preservation through a nuanced
understanding of memory, replacing the idea of imaginary
history with that of memorial consciousness. In contrast

Richards, J. M. ed. The Bombed Buildings of Britain: a
record of architectural casualties: 1940-41. Aberdeen: The
Architectural Press, 1942.

to history, which maintains an often contentious catalogue
of significant past events, memory is interpreted as little
more than the filtered fragments of past experience,

Sebald, W. G. Austerlitz. Trans. Anthea Bell. New York:
Modern Library, 2001.

enigmatically translated and derived from a boundless
possible repertoire. Devoid of trauma, memory is
nostalgia. Addressing trauma, it is memorial. Ultimately,

Soja, Edward. Postmetropolis. Maldasen, Massachusetts:
Blackwell Publishing, 2000.

since memory is interpreted as a constructed social
practice, the architect and planner carry the responsibility

Zukin, Sharon. Loft Living: Culture and Capital in Urban

of sensitively, though ultimately subjectively, interpreting

Change. New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1989.

its place. As argued by Maurice Halbwach, collective
memory only becomes legible when it takes spatial form.
That form has the power to memorialize, fixate, or erase.
In the past decade, a number of projects throughout
France have grappled with the problem of memory and
the regeneration of marginal sites. In most cases, the
sites selected for redevelopment were centrally-located,
programmed as cultural attractors, and designed to
stimulate investment in the city. These projects draw
heavily on the idea of urban memory, referring to specific
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anthologies of landscapes, physical spaces and social
practices whose morphology can be traced through time.
Iconographically, they stand in stark contrast to the
sensationalism of Bilbao-style attractors, though they are,
nonetheless, envisioned as urban identity builders. By
analyzing a number of recent cases through the analytical
prism of memory, potential strategies for the adaptive
reuse of marginal sites begin to emerge.
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